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The present paper raises the so far unaddressed question of the neurolinguistic processes
underlying grammaticalization operations. Two adaptive mechanisms are presented,
based on current research on the subcortical contributions to aspects of higher cognition:
The cerebellar-induced Kalman gain reduction in linguistic processing, and the basal
ganglionic re-regulation of cortical unification operations.

1.

Introduction

The neuroanatomy of either the domain-general cognitive phenomena
underlying grammaticalization, e.g., “ritualization” (Haiman, 1994),
“automatization” (Givón, 1979; Bybee, 1998), or the particular psycholinguistic
processes, e.g., Pickering and Garrod’s (2004) dialogical “routinization”, has
hardly attracted any attention in the literature. Haiman’s (1994, p.25) comment,
that “the physiology of ritualization in human beings is unknown”, is rather
suggestive. The desideratum, then, is to move from the sine qua non of the
neural grounding of such putative domain-general cognitive phenomena to a
neurolinguistics of grammaticalization, by introducing I-language adaptation
processes (both representational fine-tuning and executional optimization) in
accordance with changing E-language properties.
2.

The Explanandum of Grammaticalization

Grammaticalization, “an evolution whereby linguistic units lose in semantic
complexity, pragmatic significance, syntactic freedom, and phonetic substance”
(Heine & Reh, 1984, p.15), is a manifestation of the “Reducing Effect” of
repetition in linguistic behaviour (Bybee & Thompson, 2000): “Univerbation”
(Lehmann, 1995), i.e., the gain in syntagmatic bondedness (e.g., hac hora
(Latin) > ahora (Spanish)), “phonetic attrition” (Givón, 1979), i.e., the
minimization of articulatory gestures (e.g., going to > gonna),

desemanticization, i.e., the loss of (lexical) meaning of a particular item (e.g.,
future marker “will” loses the meaning of desire), are the fundamental aspects
of this process. Because of its desemanticization, the particular item occurs in a
greater contextual variety, inviting additional inferences, inducing its “contextinduced reinterpretation” (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer, 1991). As a result,
such item behaviorally deviates from its particular category, i.e., it is
decategorialized, (e.g., the V > P cline in English).
3.

From Grammaticalization to the Cerebellum and the Basal ganglia

Automatization, however, the cognitive basis of grammaticalization, is known to
rely on the basal ganglia (BG) and the cerebellum (CB) (e.g., Thach, Mink,
Goodkin, & Keating, 2000): Signals from the cerebral cortex are optimized on
the basis of their reward value (reinforcement learning) and their accuracy
(supervised learning) through the BG and CB loop circuits, respectively (Doya,
1999). The Cerebellar CorticoNuclear MicroComplex (CNMC) (Ito, 1984), i.e.,
the CB adaptive unit that learns based on error signals, becomes an internal
model, an “emulator” (Grush, 2004), with signal-transfer characteristics
identical to those of the copied cortical system (figure 1). Maximized reliance of
the CB Kalman Filter (Paulin, 1989) on the predictions of an accurate internal
model, i.e., low gain of the Kalman regulator (KG), drastically economizes on
attentional-executional resources. On the other hand, the BG “sculpting process”
(Graybiel, 2000) induces the context-sensitive fluent gating in a “winner-takesall” fashion of competing motor actions, via inhibition-disinhibition processes.

Figure 1. A simple cerebellar feedforward emulator (e.g., Wolpert, Miall, & Kawato, 1998). The
predictions of the internal model are constantly updated, based on the error signals of the
discrepancy induced by the actual sensory feedback.

4.

The Neurolinguistic Grounding of Grammaticalization

I propose that the neurolinguistic basis of the Reducing Effect in
grammaticalization is the CB-induced KG reduction in multilevel linguistic
processing, and that the one for the formation-deformation of probabilistic
categories is the BG adaptive regulation of unification operations.
4.1. Cerebellar-induced Kalman Gain Reduction in Linguistic Processing
The CB as a neural analog of a dynamical state estimator (Paulin, 1989)
provides a highly plausible basis for Pickering and Garrod’s (2007) Kalman
filter-processor (figure 2). Suggestively, CB error-signaling is involved in
sentence processing (Stowe, Paans, Wijers, & Zwarts, 2004). Lack of
performance optimization (interpretable as KG reduction) for CB patients in
linguistic tasks is well established (Fiez, Petersen, Cheney, & Raichle, 1992),
while in CB aphasiology the notion of “neurofunctional redundancy” has been
invoked for the CB (emulated) linguistic representations: CB aphasia is
significantly milder than classical aphasic syndromes, owing to maximal
prefrontal cortical compensation. (Fabbro et al., 2004).

Figure 2. The CB as a domain general Kalman Filter (Paulin 1989) meets Pickering and Garrod
(2007): Minimization of the gain of the Kalman regulator via routinization corroborates the reliance
on a top-down (expectation-based) processing modality; “shallow processing” (Barton & Sanford,
1993) and “good-enough representations” (Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002) are suggestive cases.

4.1.1. Chunking and phonetic attrition
Univerbation is a case of chunking (e.g., Haiman, 1994; Bybee, 1998), i.e., the
creation of compound behavioural units the interior of which exhibits minimal
attentional and executional costs. Chunking is a well-established CB-induced
cognitive function: CB deficits exhibit lack of practice-induced facilitation (e.g.,
LaForce & Doyon, 2001), and decomposition of motor behaviour (e.g., Thach et
al., 2000). In the same spirit, phonetic attrition is the linguistic instance of the
CB-induced minimization of articulatory stiffness in motor behaviour (e.g.,
Wolpert, Miall, & Kawato, 1998). Suggestively, Ackermann and Hertrich
(2000) emphasize the CB’s role in the acceleration of orofacial gestures. The
“Probabilistic Reduction Hypothesis” (Gregory, Raymond, Bell, Fosler-Lussier,
& Jurafsky, 1999) precisely describes the articulatory reduction of the
predictable (emulated) linguistic items in speech production.
4.1.2. Semantic bleaching and proceduralization of conceptual representations
Semantic bleaching has been attributed to habituation processes: the organism
ceases to exhibit the same response strength to frequently occurring stimuli
(Haiman, 1994). A strong neural candidate is the attenuation of the actual
sensory consequences as compared with the CB predictions (Blakemore,
Wolpert, & Frith, 2000). Gating of sensory information heavily involves the BG
(see section 4.2). “Shallow processing” (Barton & Sanford, 1993) and “goodenough representations” (Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002) capture aspects of
minimized attentional costs in semantic processing that a routinization-induced
low KG modality may achieve. To the extent that processing efficiency
increases, semantic representations of words and constructions are
underspecified, and ultimately bleached.
However, semantic bleaching expands the contexts of occurrence of
linguistic items, inviting non-conventional inferences (Heine et al., 1991). While
such higher cognitive inferential processes should heavily involve the
cognitively demanding exploration of the temporoparietal cortex (the putative
conceptual repository), grammaticalization does not occur but with the
“proceduralization” of the conceptual representations that such nonconventionalized inferences invoke. Procedural encoding provides the
“necessary processing constraint on the interpretation of an associated
conceptual representation” (Nicolle, 1998, p.23). Characteristically, while it
“performs the same role in constraining or guiding the interpretation of the
utterance that an increase in the number of lexical items can have” (LaPolla,
2003, p.135), procedural encoding is “automatically recovered (in addition to
being merely activated on decoding)” (Nicolle, 1998, p.23).

Proceduralization reflects KG minimization in semantic processing (figure
3): The “cognitive cerebellum” may (redundantly) emulate the subconscious
“mental background”, e.g., the rules of a game, constraining the conscious,
cortical “mental foreground”, e.g., planning for a winning strategy (Thach,
1998): A CNMC might connect to the cerebral loop as a reliable copy of the
thought model in the temporoparietal areas, with the thought process being
alternatively conducted by the frontal areas acting on the CNMC rather than on
the temporoparietal areas, adaptively avoiding the conscious effort needed for
the exploration of cortical loci (Ito, 2000).

Figure 3. Routinization-induced proceduralization
“cerebellarization” of cognitive repertoires.
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4.2. Striatal Regulation of Cortical Unification Operations
The fuzziness of syntactic categoriality, emphasized by grammaticalization
theorists (e.g., Givón, 1979), has recently attracted researchers from
computational/psycholinguistic probabilistic modeling (Zuraw, 2003 for a
review), encouraging the definition of categoriality on the basis of the particular
constructions that each item occurs in. In Pulvermüller’s (2002) neuronal syntax,
lexical categories are defined by the set of the very complements lexical
categories require, i.e., by their “sequence regularities” (ibid.). An efficient
parser thus gates candidates for unification based on the context-sensitive
inhibitory strengths of their connections to their competitors; this is directly
reflected in Vosse and Kempen’s (2000) model, and is implementable by
Pulvermüller’s (2002) “striatal regulation of cortical activity”.
Characteristically, Walenski, Mostofsky, & Ullman (2007) report
particularly speeded processing of procedural (both linguistic and non-linguistic)
knowledge for Tourette’s syndrome subjects, attributing it to their BG

abnormalities in the inhibition of frontal cortical activity. Grossman, Lee,
Morris, Stern, and Hurtig (2002) found a correlation between sentence
comprehension and Stroop task performance in Parkinsonians, while Hochstadt,
Nakano, Lieberman, and Friedman (2006) attributed their compromised capacity
of parsing relative clauses to “deficits in cognitive set-switching” or “underlying
inhibitory processes”. Inhibition and reinforcement underlie probabilistic
representation: BG patients exhibit deficient probabilistic category learning
(Knowlton et al., 1996). In its acquisition phase, striatal activation is involved
for normal individuals (Poldrack, Prabhakaran, Seger, & Gabrieli, 1999).
Thus, grammaticalization-induced decategorialization, becoming manifest
with alterations in E- language distributional patterns, is efficiently monitored
by BG reinforcement learning, via the dopamine-mediated regulation of the
inhibitory strengths among syntactic variants that compete for unification with a
particular linguistic item (figure 4).

Figure 4. t(1)-t(2): a member of category G frequently co-occurs with the sequence B/*/, which
triggers the strengthening of its probabilistic representation in the frontostriatal circuit, and thus the
strength of the inhibitory signals sent to the competing alternatives: a gradual “obligatorification”
(Lehmann, 1995). t(2)-(3): a member of category A initiating the sequence A/*/D becomes
optional, i.e., outcompeted in the winner-takes-all BG selections for cortical linguistic unifications.

5.

Conclusion

I proposed two fundamental neurolinguistic mechanisms grounding
grammaticalization operations: a) the cerebellar-induced Kalman gain reduction
in linguistic processing, and b) the basal ganglionic adaptive regulation of
cortical unification operations.
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